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Effortlessly tackle any pool cleaning task with the
handheld Aiper Pilot H2. Boasting a powerful motor and
up to 70 minutes of operation with a quick 2-hour charge.
Boasting dual cleaning modes, you can use the standard
80 LPM mode for regular cleaning or the Power mode for
110 LPM with improved suction, filtration and cleaning
performance. Compatible with standard pool poles and
featuring an easily removable filter canister, it is a breeze
to use for almost any pool.

Powerful Performance
A powerful motor and a streamlined internal structure improve water flow, suction power and cleaning performance.
The Aiper Pilot H2 effortlessly collects dirt, sand, leaves and other debris. Ideal for above ground pools, pool steps,
inflatable pools and the problematic corners of pools, the Pilot H2 is the most versatile pool cleaning solution.

Two Cleaning Modes
As no two cleaning tasks are the same, the Pilot H2 has two cleaning modes. Standard mode: 80 LPM, or for more
demanding cleaning tasks - Power mode: 110 LPM with improved suction, filtration and cleaning performance. All this
makes the Pilot H2 a great companion for any Aiper cordless pool robot.

Improved Battery Life
The Pilot H2 is fully charged in just two hours and offers up to 70 minutes of maximum cleaning efficiency.

Filter Canister
The 1-litre filter canister is easy to remove and clean, making maintenance and storage child's play.

Charging Dock
The stylish charging cradle makes charging and storing your Aiper Pilot H2 easier and keeps it organised at the same
time.

LED Indicator
The Aiper Pilot H2 communicates the status of the appliance via a 4-colour LED display so that you always have an
overview when cleaning.

PRODUCT DETAILS
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Dual Vacuum Heads
With a straight suction head and a suction head with a brush tip, the Pilot H2 can clean more surfaces and areas of
your pool than before.

Compatible with Standard Pool Poles
Simply pair the Aiper Pilot H2 with a standard pool pole to get an extended reach and clean more of your pool without
getting yourself wet.

Comfortably Quiet
The Aiper Pilot H2, which is less than 50 dB loud, maintains the peace and quiet of your oasis without disturbing, loud
noises.

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6975140316080

Manufacturer number: H2-EU

Product weight: 4.4 kilograms
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